Driving is a dynamic human experience. The act of operating a vehicle, our movement across space and time, and the landscapes we pass afford rich sensory experiences. However, an increasingly controlled environment in the car and on roads is diminishing many sensuous encounters of orientation, sound, smell, touch, and even sight. The growing emphasis on transport infrastructure that prioritises speed, safety, comfort and convenience -dual carriageways, bypasses, ring roads, tunnels and sound barriers -is serving to disconnect us from our journeys as emplaced experiences. These changes are leading to starkly homogeneous journeys devoid of character that result in a loss of experience and place. In this paper we examine the sensory engagement and experiences of car journeys across landscapes, considering both urban and rural environments. Using case studies from different regions of Australia, we examine the bodily experiences of modern motoring. We suggest that there is no longer an immediate engagement with the landscape being traversed. With particular consideration of understanding places in an embodied way, we consider how modernised highways are disconnecting us from developing and maintaining meaning in our understanding of roads as a significant form of heritage, and as an important mechanism through which people experience heritage.
Introduction
Much has been written about bodily experiences of driving or being a passenger in a car. Several ethnographies have explored aspects of the human-vehicle interface, and offer rich insights into the intimate bodily interactions between humans and vehicles (see, e.g. Merriman 2004; Sheller 2004; Urry 2006; Dawson 2015) . In this paper we explore another aspect of sensory engagement facilitated by vehicles; that of engagement with the landscape external to the vehicle. The relationship between humans and vehicles is not only an immediate relationship between bodies and technologies, but one that can facilitate knowledge of external landscapes. In this paper we explore the way in which human knowledge of space, place and landscape -and by implication, a knowledge of heritage -is facilitated and constrained by car-travel.
Modern vehicles quite literally distance drivers and passengers from the surrounding landscape. Closed windows, state-of the art suspension, electronic stabilisation and air-conditioning isolate drivers and passengers from the smells of rural paddocks, the texture of road surfaces, the sounds of passing vehicles and seasonal temperatures. They also distance them from historical meaning in the landscape. In silent smooth cocoons external environments are traversed effortlessly, and it is the occupants' selection of media that provides the spatial soundtrack, while increasingly passengers stare at screens rather than out the window. It is not just vehicle design and mobile technology that creates this disconnect from the outside world. Infrastructure, in particular, is changing the very landscape we travel through and on. Increasingly road-building conventions isolate roads from the broader environment, providing seamless movement across space with no diversity. Travellers no longer see named places, or features like creeks and rivers, hills and bridges, or landmarks and memorials, except from a dislocated distance. Hills as experienced changes in topography, elevation and winding roads are now cut through with smooth gradients and straight lines. Creeks are rendered invisible as bridges are integrated with roads and drivers glide over watery gullies unaware. Towns are bypassed, so that landmarks, buildings and people are largely eliminated from view. The boundaries of these highways filter out the surrounding country/city, concealing views, disconnecting those journeying from place. Travel has become about distance, time, safety and destination, making the end point closer, vanishing the interstitial experience, and diminishing our senses on and of the journey and the places we pass through.
This paper explores these developments to suggest that the convenience, safety and comfort of contemporary car travel has rendered destinations as equivalent, the journey as displaced, and distance as time, resulting in people having a diminished knowledge of landscape and meaning. The implications for heritage are twofold. Driving developed into a key means through which tourists and travellers experienced the Australian landscape, including its significant historical sites, in the twentieth century (Davidson and Spearritt 2000, 253, 254; White 2005; Greenwood 2011 ). The practice of driving has its own history and an associated heritage of knowing landscapes through travel (see, e.g. Clarsen 1999; Kerr 2013b) . We argue that changes to vehicles and road infrastructure have significantly diminished both aspects of these human experiences.
In order to explore the experience of car-travel and how people understand landscapes in an embodied way while driving, we adopt a sensory understanding of place and landscape. We regard the senses as the key mechanism through which engagement, knowing and being-in landscapes produces knowledge of localities, and highlight the importance of the journey in making socially-constituted and meaningfully-encountered landscapes. Our research expands recent discussions around experiential aspects of car journeys, and social interactions within cars, to consider the sensory experience of driving as an interface that produces knowledge of places and journeys as embodied landscapes and heritage. We further consider the implications of these sensory experiences for the recognition of driving as a significant heritage of the twentieth century.
Emplaced and embodied driving -landscape and place
Places and landscapes are widely accepted as being socially constituted, contextually encountered and engaged with meaningfully (Knapp and Ashmore 1999, 1-4; Layton and Ucko 2003, 7-8) . Engaging with landscapes through movement, narrative and experience are integral to the construction of place and meaning, and to the creation and transmission of memory and knowledge (Appleton 1994; Feld and Basso 1996; Head 2000; Armstrong 2001, 47; Bender 2001, 84; Sim 2001, 85; Ashmore 2004, 264; Johnson 2007, 142) . Experiencing a landscape brings a new or more nuanced understanding (Johnson 2007, xviii) and also allows a sensory experience of being-in place (Cummings 2002; Rainbird 2008; Barrett and Ko 2009, 282) .
Smell and taste, sound, movement (bodily and spatial) and touch, together with sight are all elements of how people translate experiences of space into knowledge of place and landscape. It is through the senses that local and embodied knowledge of place is constituted and through which people understand landscapes bodily and sensorily (Thomas 1993; Casey 1996; Pocock 2006; Rainbird 2008; Strang 2008, 52) . And these senses can be considered 'a complex whole' that intricately act on perception of place and can be 'understood as a culturally contingent and profoundly reflexive relationship between sensation and cognition' (Frieman and Gillings 2007, 8) . Thus Casey (1996) has suggested that space is not prior and abstract, but that place precedes space in human experience because human beings are always emplaced. This parallels Ingold (2000, 198-201) , who argues that people are inscribed in the landscape, and do not merely ascribe meanings to it.
This view of place and landscape emphasises human experiences, recognising the importance of embodied knowledge (see, e.g. de Certeau 1984, 97; Ingold 1993; Thomas 1993; Feld and Basso 1996; Bender and Winer 2001; Strang 2008, 52) . Landscapes are experienced bodily through action (Thomas 2001, 173) and when encountered habitually continue to produce meaning. In this way, repeated movement contributes to a sense of knowing, where engaging and 'being-in' the landscape continually and reflexively creates a spatial habitus (Bender 2002, 104; Zukin 2011, 162) . Repeatedly driving a route, whether a regular commute, a long-known but infrequent journey, or a short but intense period of visitation, is a form of being-in the landscape, in which the act of driving creates a specific habitus.
The act of driving across space, while less experientially immediate than traversing on foot, nevertheless serves to construct a meaningful landscape. Roads can be regarded as landscapes in that they accord with Thomas's (2001, 173) definition of landscape as 'a network of related places, which have been gradually revealed through people's habitual activities and interactions' . Thus, the habituation of travelling a defined -restricted and spatially bounded -route that passes or transects specific localities produces an accumulated knowledge of networked places. In this way driving facilitates movement and sensory practice, across space and through specific localities, to create journey narratives and meaningful landscapes. Roads may limit where vehicles can go, but they also enforce a repeated and even shared sense of space and place. Both the broader landscapes that these routes traverse and the bounded roads, highways and motorways themselves can be considered as meaningfully constituted entities, in which meaning is constructed through the experience of people and their contextual understanding of routes and localities (Knapp and Ashmore 1999, 1) .
Driving inevitably comprises a journey -whether short and routine, or lengthy and novel -incorporating movement from one locality to another. Movement across space is an important part of an encountered, meaningful landscape, especially when landscapes are constituted through a series of networked places. Thus journeys create landscapes through movements (action) that link related places, while the act of travelling a road may become a repeated and embedded performance that becomes a mechanism for weaving memory (narratives) into place (cf. Hoelscher and Alderman 2004, 350) . The intersection of memory and locality (Van Dyke 2008, 278) contributes to meaning in a landscape so that memorials, sites of accidents, structures observable on, or from, a road contribute to the production of meaning (Lydon 2005) . A traveller's understanding and view of a landscape, or component of it (such as a road), is dependent on knowledge and experience. Understanding the history, being-ness, of a place includes an awareness of features and sites that indicate past activities and events that have influenced the creation of the landscapes. These forms of memory intersect with knowledge of geographic features such as creeks and mountains, towns and buildings, as well as bridges, tunnels and other structures of roads themselves. Thus through journey and narrative these driving performances establish 'geographies of memory' (Hoelscher and Alderman 2004, 350) and meaning in landscapes. Past histories intersect with personal memories of events and localities to render the road meaningful.
Topography and monuments are two key elements in shaping movement and sensual experiences of landscapes. They serve to direct movement and frame or at times control vistas (Bender 1993; Thomas 1993; Tilley 1993; Barrett 2000; Tilley and Bennett 2001; Ashmore 2004, 264) and shape soundscapes, contributing to understanding of landscape. Much of the academic discussion on this topic relates to walking through a landscape, a very direct and primary experience. However, just as geographic features, buildings and paths moderate and guide pedestrian movement, experience, interaction and understanding of a landscape, vehicular movement is framed and controlled by the monuments of freeway infrastructure and the paths of motorways and freeways. Thus roads direct, frame and control access to journeys and movement so that roads effect landscapes -and movement becomes an integral part of the narrative of the route and the destination and the knowledge that constitutes it as an embodied place.
Driving therefore facilitates embodied and sensuous experiences of space, just as walking through an urban environment enables a bodily experience (de Certeau 1984; Wylie 2005; Pink 2008; Low 2015) . Research that explores the human-vehicle interaction (Sheller 2004; Thrift 2004) , and the practice of driving (Merriman 2004) , recognises the kinaesthetic dimensions of the practice (Sheller 2004, 4) . Similarly, the sociality of road travel has been identified through research that recognises interior spaces of vehicles as social spaces (Edensor 2004; Dawson 2015) . In contrast Urry (2006, 23) has argued that 'once in the car there is almost no kinaesthetic movement from the driver' , and further, suggests these spaces lack sociality, and are rather presented as 'anonymised machines, ghostly presences' (Urry 2006, 21) . Elsewhere he has argued that use of the car has resulted in distinct ways of 'dwelling, travelling and socialising in and through an automobilised time-space' (Urry 2000 , 59, cited in Thrift 2004 . Although convincing, this is something of a simplification that fails to recognise a range of car travel experiences, dependent on many variables such as the type of vehicle, its age and reliability, the route chosen, the driver's skill, the character of the vehicle occupants, and the relationship between them, and so on. Significantly, too, driving has a large degree of agency. Drivers can choose to slow down, or speed up. They can wind down the windows, or turn on the stereo and air-conditioning. They can choose the motorway or the back roads. They can pull over, get out, deviate from the route, take a break and consider the view. They can stop and eat a local pie, walk around monuments and feel the temperature and wind outside.
Research has further explored emotional and material human relationships with the car. This includes the emotions associated with using and/or owning an automobile, particularly the 'freedom' cars provide (Sheller 2004; Urry 2006) ; and the 'materiality' of the car and the experience of 'dwelling in the car' (Merriman 2004, 159; Sheller 2004 ). These studies suggest that cars are part of an embodied experience of journeys (Merriman 2006) , albeit a 'heavily mediated' experience by virtue of the technologically manufactured environment of vehicles (Thrift 2004, 51) . Driving itself is seen as an embodied and contemplative experience (Edensor 2003; Dawson 2015) , with sensory engagement and opportunities for deeply social practice.
We suggest, however, that the bodily experience of being in a car and driving, and the social relationships with and within the car, are not confined to the car itself, but can extend to the external environment. We argue that the sensuous experiences facilitated by the car contribute to an embodied knowledge of landscapes, both traversed and constituted through driving. Albeit experienced from within a vehicle, sight, sound, smell, touch, (including haptic, muscular, orientated and kinaesthetic experiences) and even taste, form part of the embodied experience of car travel through space. The external sensory stimuli are often the same as those that might be experienced while traversing the landscape on foot, but are mediated and sometimes intensified by the vehicle and transport infrastructure. We suggest that roads and the topography they follow provide sensuous knowledge of the surrounding environment, even if with less immediacy or direct bodily experience than walking (cf. de Certeau 1984; Ingold 2010) . Ingold (2010, 126, 127) suggests roads are 'pre-prepared, planar surfaces' where the only concern is to get from A to B in 'as short a time as possible' . In journeys undertaken by car, he regards what happens along the way as 'of no consequence … banished from memory' . However, we argue that roads are not necessarily non-descript, planar non-places but can be redolent of the landscape they weave through. We suggest it is only a particular kind of road -the highway/ freeway/ motorway -that gives rise to dislocation from the landscape, while journeys through back roads, country roads and suburbs still connect with landscapes and places. In the latter, events of the journey are not 'banished from memory' but form part of memory and place-making. Through the marking of places, the telling and retelling of narratives -whether stories from the past or events of the present journey -and the sensate experiences of landscapes traversed, the car journey creates memory and meaning.
The sensuous experience of driving integrates the physical experiences within the car with those of traversing the landscape; the body moves with the road -around corners, up and down hills, leaning forward or back, bouncing across corrugation; and in the act of driving -turning to mirrors, the pressure of the leg and foot in braking and acceleration. Senses produced in the interface of the landscape and the car -the sound of the engine labouring uphill and idling down again, the altering hum of tyres on variable road surfaces; the sights that signal orientation and path; the proprioception of the body in changing orientation and movement, downhill and around corners; the sense of touch as the hand grasps and turns the steering wheel, air movement against the skin increasing with speed -all contribute to a sensuous knowledge of the landscape. These senses are created through movement.
In a phenomenological view, landscapes, their perception and interpretation, are experienced bodily through movement (Tilley 2004, 78; Johnson 2012, 272) . While physically walking across the landscape, across hills and into valleys, is felt corporeally and with differing amounts of exertion (Ingold 2010, 125) , drivers similarly 'feel' changing topography through the car: the audible change in the work of the engine, the shift in gears and the increased pressure on brake or accelerator, comparable to the effort of trudging uphill or trotting down on foot. The driver in control of these changes is required to actively engage with changing topography and thus experiences a more embodied journey across the landscape than the passengers. In contrast, passengers may feel more disconnected, where the landscape passing by is a filtered panoramic experience, much the same as train travel (de Certeau 1984, 111; Bissell 2009 ). Large modern roads that bank, supress, repress and dampen external shifts in contour, visual markers and direction, similarly attenuate the bodily experiences of landscapes for both driver and passenger. Changes in speed are few, curves are graduated and contours cut through.
As more embodied experiences of roads are lost to sophisticated vehicles and transport infrastructure, the heritage and aesthetic significance of earlier motorways and roadways are being increasingly recognised (Merriman 2006 (Merriman , 2012 Kerr 2013a, 85; van Winden 2015; Ruiz, Rodríguez, and Coronado 2017) . Merriman (2012, 103) reflects on the motorways of Britain as 'part of the nation's architectural or landscape heritage' , suggesting that rather than representing an example of Augé's (1995) non-places, they are in fact spaces of architectural importance. In Australia, Murphy (2014) has analysed the heritage features of the Old Pacific Highway between Woolgoolga and Ballina in northern New South Wales. She identifies physical elements of the highway such as bridges, pavements, coach stops, tick gates and tourist attractions, together with experiential memories of the journey, as representing the essence of highway travel in the 1970s. Kerr (2013a, 85) makes an argument for roads to be thought of as cultural routes that are 'richly layered, complex and dynamic, entailing processes of cultural interaction and exchange that extend across a long timeframe and beyond [national] borders' . Merriman (2012) similarly reflects on both the tangible and intangible aspects of motorway heritage in his discussions of the heritage of early sections of the M1 in Britain, while Nye (2011, 104) remarks on the 'visual cacophony of the mid-twentieth century highway, with service stations and 'big-things' to mark the way' .
Despite this research, roads are often overlooked as meaningful because they are regarded as no more than an interstitial link between more significant places. This common view of roads and journeys regards the space between places as a blank without narrative or specificity (Edensor 2003, 156) . The road map suggests this with localities or nodes marked along an otherwise uneventful trajectory. Yet even considering landscapes from a visual perspective alone, it is apparent that changing topography seen from a moving vehicle, from close up to middle distance appears 'infinitely variegated' (Ingold 2010, 125) . At the same time roads as prescribed behavioural spaces are constructed places, assigned specific and shared meaning; even if they can be understood as different places by different travellers. By virtue of personal context, individual experiences of travelling a particular road, accumulated knowledge gained through observation of spatial organisation, movement, time (familiarity) and narrative, travellers develop more than one meaning for a road and the landscape it traverses. We contend that roads are places. They are multifaceted landscapes, especially when contemplated through the experience of driving, with its kinaesthetic, sensory, cultural, and social dimensions, and the simultaneous experiential encounter within the vehicle and within landscapes.
Embodied journeys of the road
Having made a case for the embodied and engaged experience of traversing and creating landscapes by car, we examine these ideas through Australian case studies (Figure 1 ). These are drawn from our personal experiences of repeated journeys: commuting to and from work in the city, less frequented but long-known routes between cities, and roads used repeatedly during intense but relatively short periods of project work. We use our direct experiences of traversing these landscapes as a form of 'extensive empirical research' (Bissell 2009, 42) , by making critically informed observations about the subjective experience of sensorily and spatially encountered landscapes in car travel. In this we recognise that it is not only research subjects, but researchers themselves, who 'are entangled in place-making' in following their own routes and pathways (Pink 2008, 179) . In the 'creative narratives' (Frieman and Gillings 2007, 9) of the journeys presented here, we consider bodily emplacement and sensory experience (Low 2015, 300) , together with ideas about constitution of, and engagement with, cultural landscapes. It is an approach that explores social practice with mediated experiences of the landscape (Johnson 2012, 270-274) .
While these observations draw on more than three decades of driving and change, we recognise that this is still a snapshot. They account for some changes in vehicles including commonly available airconditioning and automatic transmission, but do not account for all advances over the twentieth century. Neither do they represent all or everyone's experiences of driving, but are focused on experiences of driving through historically meaningful landscapes. Nevertheless, the changes we observe in this relatively short period point to earlier and continuing shifts in practice and materiality, and often loss of experience, that need to be accounted for in understanding the heritage practices, experiences and values of driving and roads.
We compare four different roads, and the experiences they afford. They include a partly unsealed country road, a national highway, an arterial city motorway and an inner city tunnel. Each journey exposes the driver and passenger to a range of sensory experiences, but only some give rise to an understanding of landscape. We use reflective observations from our own experiences to explore ideas of journeys across landscapes and how modernised road infrastructure is changing those experiences. As such the approach is more ethnographic than phenomenological. Our reflexivity exposes the ways in which these journeys are influenced by the subjective contexts in which they are undertaken, whether as part of our regular working days, or extended archaeological or heritage fieldwork. The fieldwork journeys, in particular, are contextualised and created in existing landscapes of meaning as they are undertaken and created through research that seeks to identify and interpret the past in the present.
Biggenden to Mt Shamrock: a sensory journey
Driving the road from Biggenden to Mount Shamrock in the Burnett district of Queensland provides an embodied experience. Places in and of the road have been written over but not erased or obscured (Figure 2 ). Instead you travel across a landscape with multiple layers of meaning: present, experienced, pastoral, past. It is a sensory experience. Sensory in place -labouring motors, different speeds, sharp corners, rough surfaces, sound of the road, timber bridge, creek crossing. Landmarks come up close, in plain view -the cemetery at Degilbo, the ford crossing Deep Creek, the evocative shop front of the old store at Chowy, and the remnants of Irwin's Hotel (a nineteenth century coaching inn). While the necessity of air-conditioning could mean a sensory loss, closed up inside the car, away from the heat and smells, you are forced out of the car by gates to be opened, and slower speeds mean windows can be opened: the scents of cow manure, the pollen of wattle, and sweet honey smell of gum blossoms permeate the journey. The sound of tyres on gravel, the different sound of a crossing, the call of birds and the occasional low or whinny, punctuates the aural array. The vistas of the landscape are immediate and ever changing. Sights of rivers and creeks, pasture, livestock, tumbledown barns; people going about their everyday lives, townships marked by shops, cemeteries and schools, the wave from a passing driver, or a weathered and rustic farmer driving cattle on the lush roadside; towering gum trees, a vibrant splash of bougainvillaea at the site of an old homestead, crops changing with the season and pasture dry and barren in drought. This is also a journey made in the context of a known past -a past imagined through reading the physical archaeological traces in the landscape and historical letters, diaries, maps in the archives. It is a journey that traverses known and imagined outlines of landscapes of another time. And there is something fitting in making this nostalgic journey into the past through the sensory experiences of a country road, reminiscent of bygone motoring journeys.
Midland Highway, Tasmania: landscape as networked places
Like the Mount Shamrock journey, a run up the Midland Highway in Tasmania is situated in a long term connection with history and heritage; both academic and personal. Journeys along the highway evoke memories of surveying for sites with Aboriginal heritage officers; reading nineteenth century Tasmanian travel diaries; driving between university campuses; and several holiday journeys. The highway as a place connects a rich documented history of Tasmanian Aboriginal people, convicts, colonists, with personal and private memories of family trips; stories generously shared by local communities; of solitary drives in sunshine, ice and rain. The journey place comprises friendship and loneliness; belonging and displacement; nostalgia and affection.
The highway runs north-south between the two major cities of Tasmania. Hobart and Launceston share a rivalry based in a historical quest for commercial domination. Each city was alternately proposed as the capital city until the more southerly Hobart, with its superior harbour and port, won out. Launceston's unreliable port facilities made it more effective to move people, materials and goods inland through the Midlands. The road between the two cities quickly developed into a major route, and in the nineteenth century included regular coach services that stopped for refreshment and rest at a number of inns and towns en route. The Hobart to Launceston road thus became a meaningful landscape that networked these related places through people's travel along the highway.
As one of the key transport routes through Tasmania for industry, locals and visitors, resources have continually been directed to improving the highway. The introduction of mechanised transport made the journey quicker, and fewer stops were required along the way. Nevertheless, cars continued to travel through many small towns and villages for much of the twentieth century. Many of these places are characterised by picturesque heritage building and iconic convict built structures. However, as vehicle volumes and speeds increased these places were no longer needed as a place of rest for weary travellers, and instead were a source of frustration as drivers had to slow down to pass through narrower and more dynamic streets. By the end of the twentieth century much of the Midland Highway had been widened and straightened, and the route largely deviated around the historic towns and villages. Today it is one of the straightest sections of road in the mountainous landscapes of Tasmania, and it takes a little over 2 hours to drive from Hobart to Launceston.
Those who live in Tasmania drive the road frequently. It is a comfortable and scenic drive as it cleaves smoothly through bucolic landscapes; fields dotted with sheep, yellow flashes of the noxious gorse weed. Despite the island's notoriously variable weather, a lasting impression of driving the Midland Highway is of open skies and rolling paddocks dotted with sheep or hay bales. The highway remains a largely two-way road, with regular overtaking lanes to reduce head on collisions. There are open fences on either side of the road and drivers and vehicle occupants can see the vista of distant farms and hillsides and the road carved across the landscape stretching ahead of them. Distant geographical features indicate the passing distance, but the towns that once marked the journey are no longer visible from the road. Without the diversion of scenic towns, however, the route has become somewhat monotonous even if pleasant and convenient. The road is almost always travelled in a single journey, without stops or digressions into surrounding towns. The exceptions are Campbelltown towards the northerly end, one of the last towns the highway runs through, and the public amenities at St Peters Pass, further south. A stop at St Peters Pass -the point of highest elevation -in winter months reminds travellers of the cold temperatures despite the clear skies. The contrast between the warmth of the vehicle interior and the outdoors can be stark, and travellers rub their arms and stamp their feet to keep warm on frosty ground as they take a quick break, walk the short distance to the public toilets and hastily retreat to their cars. But the majority of vehicles travel through without stopping.
Driving through towns is now a decision that tourists or sightseers consciously make. The villages that once thrived on passing business have been left by the wayside. In an effort to encourage tourists to once again travel through the historic towns of the Tasmanian Midlands, the Tasmanian government renamed the Midland Highway the Heritage Highway, and installed large road signs that highlight the historic nature of and distance to each locality (Figure 3) . These metallic road signs -standard white text on green background -are larger than usual and include an outsized single colour photograph of iconic historic buildings or features for each town. They are intended to entice visitors to deviate from the main road and see the places for themselves, but for the vast majority of travellers, these images are now the primary way in which historic towns of the Tasmanian Midlands are experienced.
Travellers no longer experience these places, and are only aware of their passing as literal and figurative signs along the highway. The knowledge and experience of the towns and places may exist in memories of those who have travelled the road in the past, but for first time visitors there is little sense of the changing physical landscape, the distinctive buildings or the histories of these towns. Rather than creating a landscape of multiple nodes and connections, a journey along the Midland Highway has become a linear route linking two points between which lies a singular uniform landscape. The space between the places loses meaning and the sense of landscape is diminished. 
Ipswich Motorway: erasure of topography and history
The Ipswich Motorway, linking Brisbane and Ipswich (the two oldest cities in Queensland), was upgraded in 2011-2013. This stretch of road is considered the second busiest road in Australia. It substantially follows the route of Ipswich Road, first developed in the 1840s (Dixon 1846; Inala and Suburbs History Group Inc 2005) , and is the main link between the two cities which lie forty kilometres apart. Over time Ipswich and Brisbane have progressively grown towards each other and the road traverses city, suburb, small farms and undeveloped land, encompassing the urban fringe of both cities. The topography to be negotiated, particularly the Brisbane River, has meant that few alternate routes have developed. Upgraded to a four-lane motorway in the early 1990s (Krosch 2010) , the journey was still long, with slow heavy traffic, frequent accidents and the road subject to severe flooding in heavy rain. The 2003 decision to upgrade came amidst extreme public pressure to address rapidly growing traffic volumes, ever increasing commute times and safety concerns.
Linking two urban centres through urban periphery and rural surrounds, the new six-lane motorway has all the features of a modern high-speed highway. Speed and lanes are controlled through variable speed and wayfinding signage mounted on overhead structures that, along with pedestrian bridges, arch across the road at regular intervals; counter-flow traffic is separated by concrete central dividers; and concrete sound barriers, 10 metres high in places, are erected between the road way and the surrounding suburbs (Figure 4) . The surface flows seamlessly across road and bridges alike. The road cuts through the contours of the land: gradients are reduced through cuttings; creek crossings are spanned by bridges at road height above the waterways; and retaining walls are lined with bland stamped concrete. These changes have resulted in a very different journey. The average speed on the road has increased, and the journey time from the western suburbs of Brisbane to the edge of Ipswich has been cut from roughly forty to seventeen minutes.
The trip is now fast and frenetic. The speed and volume of traffic have impacted the experience of the journey, while the motorway design and infrastructure have impacted the experience of the landscape traversed. The high speeds and high traffic volumes necessarily create a focus for both driver and passenger(s) on the road and other vehicles rather than the surroundings. The journey becomes about control of the car, hands held fast to the steering wheel. There is no time (luxury) to look beyond to notice surroundings. Instead the experiences are restricted to the internal environment -dashboard, GPS, radio, air-conditioning temperature; and the immediate external environment -road, other vehicles and weather conditions. The road infrastructure further distances the traveller from the surrounding environment. The Motorway follows the course of the original Ipswich Road but evidence of that early road is no longer visible. The new highway has obscured previous iterations of the road by a combination of wholesale (re)construction and the barriers that restrict views, blocking out the sight of the land close in, at middle distance, and even limiting vistas; dislocating the traveller from the experience of the landscape. The features and places that once marked the journey -the barbed wire and the grazing kangaroos at the Wacol prison; the brick kiln on the roadside and the Church visible in the middle distance at Redbank; the memorial plaque to Sharron Phillips, who disappeared in 1986 on that stretch of road; and the crossing of Woogaroo Creek that regularly flooded -are no longer visible. These places that punctuated the journey in the past, and marked distance by providing a spatial temporality, are no longer legible. The associated histories are rendered invisible.
Sensory experiences of the journey (external and internal) -sight, sound, touch, smell -are also changed, and sensory connections to the landscape/places being traversed are lost. The high speed, high volume traffic has necessitated the installation of sound barriers. These barriers work two ways -they serve to prevent the sounds of the road from intruding on the suburban soundscape, but they also limit what can be heard while travelling, preventing the sounds of suburbia coming back to the road. Instead the ear is filled with the hum of tyres on smooth bitumen.
The traveller is immersed in a capsule that hurtles towards a destination, with climate controlled, air-vents set to recirculate so that the 'fresh' air with its fumes of the highway do not enter the vehicle.
The scents of the places passed, are doubly excluded by the confinement of the fumy motorway and the recycled air. Air-conditioning even takes away the sense of speed. In the past, on a hot day in Ipswich, with the temperature above 100 degrees Fahrenheit, the wind would tunnel through open car windows and with increasing speed cause reverberation in the car.
The sense of the topography is similarly diminished by road infrastructure. With reduced gradients, the laboured climb and freewheeling descent of hills, formerly part of the cadence of the journey, are also flattened. The bodily experience of the journey, both within the car and the physical movement the body through space -is constrained. It is no longer necessary to lean into the curve or lean forward for the incline. The driving experience is graduated, cambered, and made safe for fast movement devoid of interesting turns.
The visual amenity, the outlook and the features that mark the way are shut out by sound barriers and cuttings, and unique elements of the landscape are represented by colour selection on the steel anti-projectile throw screens mounted on overhead bridges (Origin Alliance 2012). The traveller is effectively isolated from the landscape by the very features designed to 'represent' them.
Legacy Way, Brisbane, Queensland : a faster journey through sensory deprivation … a travelling incarceration. Immobile inside … seeing immobile things slip by. (de Certeau 1984, 111) Legacy Way is part of a network of new tunnels in inner Brisbane, linking highways from across southeast Queensland, from Ipswich in the west, to the tunnels and freeways of the south, east to the airport and north. Driving through it is an experience in sensory deprivation. The journey is composed only of an endless flow of traffic; two lanes move in the same direction, apparently going nowhere; no sound but your own vehicle; no smell; the depth underground attenuates light and temperature. There are no identifiable rises, falls or turns; nothing to mark the way, not even exit signs. The white-tiled walls are suggestive of a padded cell -unbroken, doorways hidden, distance punctuated only by sinister blinking lights of cameras and emergency signs. There is no sense of beginning or end; and yet the driver is constantly aware that there must be places overhead, above ground; that the landscape is there. The cemetery, the football ground, the long frequented Brisbane roads are all there; but obliterated, concealed by the depth below the surface. This much-proclaimed path around/beneath congestion, an easing of the way, is merely a GPS point and the interior of the car ( Figure 5 ).
Disconnected journeys
Contrary to views that see driving as disembodied, and roads as 'place-less' , our examination of these four journeys, independently and in comparison, suggests the ways in which car travel can sensorily engage with, and create an understanding of, landscape including a knowledge of histories in the landscape. It also suggests that vehicle and road development can produce a particular understanding of landscapes. While personal experience, knowledge and choice continues to play a part in how a landscape is experienced, colossal transport infrastructure and urban growth in our cities is increasingly leading to the types of loss of knowledge, bodily experience and history that underpins an understanding of place, and rather than understanding landscapes through driving, driving produces the types of non-places described by Augé (1995) .
Our case studies suggest that the further we move towards the fast paced, controlled experience of the freeway, the more extreme the disconnection and disengagement from meaning and senses experienced in the landscape. Freeway travel in particular acts to disconnect. Landscapes are dampened by the smooth paving and modified gradients and curves of multi-lane highways. There are restrictions on joining and leaving these 'paths'; lanes serve to direct movement, control physical experience and frame visual experience. Freeway designs -with cuttings, fences, overhead signage structures and sound barriers -subdue noise and transform sound, conceal intimate views and reveal and situate vistas at a further distance than would be observed if roads followed the natural topography that is traversed. Where vistas are visible, they are framed with concrete and wire, disconnecting the journey taker from the land and water being travelled.
Early motorway designs aimed to eliminate 'excessive detail and distractions' (Merriman 2006, 84, 8) , an undertaking that has reached a new apotheosis in today's design of freeways, motorways, bridges and tunnels. With the increased speed, the features and important places of the roads themselves are raced past with no remark (Merriman 2012, 104) . The agency of the driver is constrained, and it is impossible or dangerous to slow down, to divert from the path or look away from the road. Danger, in particular, suggests Taylor, focuses the driver's attention straight ahead or on a narrow view either side 2003, 1617) . There is no opportunity to observe surroundings or read signs of the past. No choice about how we encounter, no what to encounter -speed limits, barriers and controlled exits take care of both.
Even the realisation of distinct locations is lost as each section of a route becomes the same as every other, homogeneous with fewer and fewer points of difference. The gradual removal of markers, the dramatic obliteration of the palimpsest of earlier roads and isolation from local landmarks all contribute to a loss of experience of heritage and place. Taylor (2003 Taylor ( , 1622 argues that while congestion in cities can slow vehicles down and provide an opportunity to look around, drivers stuck in traffic are more often clouded by frustration and fail to do so. This vacant stare is exacerbated on a freeway or in a tunnel where there are no external referents except for the held up traffic. This homogeneity and tendency to emblematic representations diminishes a landscape of changing intensity of meaning, with dark nodes of multilayered important places, interspersed with the lightness of interstitial spaces, replaced instead with the grey of no discernible difference, the grey of a concrete freeway -the complexity and colour of the weave is absent.
Conclusion
Roads are places, multifaceted landscapes. They constitute heritage places and have a role in constructing landscapes, contemporary and in historic sense. And driving, as a meaningful social practice, is embodied -kinaesthetic, sensory, cultural, social -simultaneously providing an experiential encounter in itself and within landscapes -and as an important social practice is a form of heritage in its own right. Memories and places are formed through driving, and when engaged with the historicity of the landscape, a collective narrative joins the personal experience to hold these histories in our consciousness (Lydon 2005, 109, 110; Merriman 2011, 216) .
The disconnection which comes with the erasure of local roads (especially those of long history), in favour of a proliferation of motorways/freeways, is effectively a removal of historic landscapes. The resultant loss of knowledge of place, of past, is a diminishment of heritage value, including social value, and even a loss of intangible heritage as bodily experiences of driving, an important social practice, change. Change is inevitable and even desirable with regard to improved road safety, reduced traffic congestion and less pollution. Nevertheless, the experience of roads and of driving is a significant heritage of the twentieth century that requires consideration in conservation. The difficulties of conserving roads and cars are highlighted in museums where large transport objects are rendered inoperable and static, losing their purpose and many associated sensory experiences. Similarly in this paper we suggest there is not only a need to conserve remnant roads but to consider how we might record, acknowledge and commemorate the experiential and intangible aspects of driving that both constitute significant cultural heritage landscapes, and facilitate experiences of earlier historical heritage in the landscape.
Our reflections of driving and the changes observed over several decades can be read as nostalgic in that we find an emotional connection in imagining the past in the present (cf. Campbell, Smith, and Wetherell 2017; Smith and Campbell 2017) and in arguing for the pleasures of cars and driving in the twentieth century. However, this is not an uncritical nostalgia but one that recognises car travel as a highly significant, even if problematic twentieth century phenomenon. There may well be a time when cars and driving are no longer valued, but the experiences of driving -the things that were enjoyed, challenging and evoking of landscape -will remain a significant heritage and historically significant cultural practice. We have argued that roads and driving not only produce their own heritage but facilitate a way of experiencing historical heritage landscapes. Both are challenging for conservation practice and heritage interpretation.
There needs to be recognition of roads and driving as constitutive of experiential landscapes, that are worthy of conservation in their own right (Bissell 2009, 42) , and for the connection they foster between travellers and the broader heritage landscapes they traverse (cf. Ruiz, Rodríguez, and Coronado 2017) . We recognise that roads encountered today sit on a continuum of driving experience, from back lanes and country tracks through suburban roads to freeways, motorways and desensitised tunnels. New road building approaches, while capable of affording new sensory experiences, isolate the exterior, tame rivers, cut through hills and fill-in valleys, creating seamless movement across space with no diversity and a diminished bodily experience. They serve to disconnect us from the landscape traversed, and the experience and sensuousness of the journey. They also distance us from forms of driving that connect travellers with history and heritage, increasing the risk that these stories will not only be forgotten, but perhaps not created for a future heritage. In our case studies, our acquired knowledge of regional histories, public monuments and historic markers connects with personal experiences and memories to create a consciousness of the past; a past that is triggered by landmarks. Where this history is apparent, our knowledge of heritage landscape is meaningful. When we travel without reference to these markers, our experience is rendered historically meaningless and the landscape histories invisible. Thus, the importance of maintaining existing remnant roads as a form of heritage practice and as a mechanism for engaging the broader public with the historic past cannot be under-estimated in a changing environment.
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